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The Chairman of SCAR WG-GGI received confirmation on 30 March 1999 that the
Working Group is now formally participating in the ISCGM project.

Geodetic Infrastructure in Antarctica (GIANT)

The main objective of the GIANT program is to develop a common geodetic datum across
Antarctica to aid in building spatial information datasets.  This work is underpinned by a
network of permanent GPS base stations - collectively these define a common geodetic
reference frame for the continent.

Antarctic Geographic Data Integration (AGDI) project

The AGDI project has the following three aims:

1. To define a standard data model for Antarctic geographic data - thus enabling
integration of fundamental GIS datasets.

2. To promote the data model to organisations / institutions producing these
datasets and facilitate the availability of fundamental data themes through the
creation of data libraries containing all and the best available fundamental data.
These libraries will be accessible from the AGDI web site and metadata records
held in the Antarctic Master Directory

3. To create a standardised & integrated 1:5 Million scale product containing all six
fundamental GIS datasets (describing the Antarctic coastline, surface elevation,
bathymetry, ice bed elevation, features and names).  The product will be made
available on the web and also on CD-ROM.

These aims will be achieved through liaison and coordination with international agencies
producing these datasets.

AGDI’s web site can be found at:

<http://www.scar-ggi.org.au/geog/agdi/intro.htm>

Antarctic Digital Database (ADD)

At the XXV SCAR meeting in Concepcion, Chile, in July 1998 the WG-GGI discussed the
inclusion of the Antarctic Digital Database (ADD) information as the Working Groups
contribution to Global Mapping.



British Antarctic Survey (BAS) are responsible for the updating of the ADD and, in
collaboration with Australia, BAS plans to submit a 1:1 000 000 scale version of specific
layers from the ADD to ISCGM by the end of 1999.  The ADD Version 2.0 data will have to
be generalised before this submission can be made.

The Antarctic Digital Database (ADD) is the premier source of vector topographic data for
Antarctica.  First published on CD-ROM in 1993, the current version is available for
download from the BAS website (address below).  The data are supplied in ARC/INFO
uncompressed export format, compressed and encrypted for download using zip.  The
data are encrypted using an individual password that is supplied to registered users of the
ADD site.

The ADD Version 2.0 is a digital topographic database created from published medium-
scale and small-scale maps of Antarctica up-dated using new information, mostly from
satellite imagery.  The ADD data are provided in the form of Workstation ARC/INFO
coverages, at the original scale of data capture (Scale0).  Although there are no
generalised products available in this new version of the ADD, the design and structure of
the database allow the data to be used in a range of mapping and scientific research
applications.

Layer name Description Type
CLIFF Steep slope on ice and on ice-free areas; inland ice cliff, rock

cliff or Escarpment
Arc

COAST Ice and rock coastline; includes the grounding line of ice
shelves or glacier tongues and the front of ice shelves.

Arc, point
& polygon

CONTOUR All contours or formlines on ice and rock including index
contours, definite and approximate contours and depression
contours.

Arc

ELEVATION All points with height information. Distinguishes between
trigonometrical, airborne altimetric, photogrammetric, satellite,
astronomical, and survey control stations. All measurements
are in metres.

Point

FAUNA All points giving the location of Adélie and Emperor penguin
rookeries, and petrel and seal colonies as plotted on source
maps; Specially Protected Areas (SPAs)

Point

FLOWLINE Glacier flowlines Arc
GLACIER
MARGIN

Glacier margins; shear zones at margins of ice streams Arc

HUMAN All point data relating to human activity; aerodromes, radio
masts, scientific stations, buildings, oil tanks, water tanks,
automatic weather stations, Historic Monuments and Sites of
Special Scientific Interest

Point

ICE DOME Isolated ice hillock or dome Point
LAKES Lakes on ice and rock Arc, point

& polygon
MORAINE Outlines areas of moraine Arc, point

& polygon
ROCK All areas of rock outcrop including rock coastline, rock against

ice shelf Arc, point & polygon
STREAMS Meltwater streams Arc
TRAVERSE Tracks of oversnow traverses. TRV00INF contains the name of

the traverse and its date
Arc



For more detailed technical information on ADD the manual is available at:

<http://www.nerc-bas.ac.uk/public/magic/add/addmanual.pdf>

Web address for ADD:

<http://www.nbs.ac.uk/public/magic/add_main.html>

Composite Gazetteer of Antarctica – CGA

Compiled by Italy, the Gazetteer contains names data from 20 SCAR member countries
and one international organisation - the International Hydrographic Organisation /
International Oceanographic Commission (IHO / IOC).

It is a comprehensive alphabetical list of 21,552 approved names for 16,563 geographical
features located south of latitude 60°S.  In addition to the name and geographical
coordinates of the features, a three-letter code identifies the national supplier of the name
to the Gazetteer.

The Gazetteer is available on-line - as a searchable database - and in limited hard copy
format.

<http://www.pnra.it/SCAR_GAZE>
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